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APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT
PROPERTIES OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE AIR 1
By C. I:REDERICK HANSEN
SUMMARY
The thermodynamic and transport properties of
high-temperature air are found in closed form starting
from approximate partition functions for the major
components in air and neglecti_g all _inor comp_-
nent, s. The compressibility, enthalpy, e'l_tropy, the
specific heats, the speed of sound, th,e coefficients of
viscosity and of thermal conductivity, and the Prandtl
numbers for air are tabula.ted from 500 ° to 15,000 °
K over a range of pressure from 0.0001 to 100
atmospheres. The enerqy of air an<t the mol f+.actions
of the major components of air can be found from the
tabulated values for compres,_'ibility a'.d entlmlpT/.
It is predicted that the t)randtl ,l_umber for full?/
ionized air, which is in complete equilibrium, will
become small compared to unity, the order of 0.01,
and this implies that boundary layers i'n such.flow
will be very transparent to heat flux.
INTRODUCTION
It is axiomatic that the science of aerodynamics
must be based on a good mldcrstan(ling of lhe
atmospheric Inedium through which vehich,s are
to fly. Under subsonic flight conditions, air may
be treated as an ideal gas compose(l of rigid,
rotating diatomic molecules. The thermody-
namic properties of such a gas are well known qnd
they are accounted for in the gas flow e(luations
by the familiar ratio of specific heats, wlfi('h in
this case is a constant. Under supersonic tlight
conditions, air may bc raised to temperatures
where the molecules can no longer 1)e treated "Is
simple, rigid rotators. At rclf_tivcly h)w sut)er-
sonic speeds, vii)rational encrg T is excited a Ild
then the specific heats 1)ccome functions of tem-
perature, ttowever, both the thcrmodynanfic
I Supersedes NACA Technical Note 4150 by C. Fre(h,ricl: lla_l.seo., t958.
and transport properties of air in vibrational
excitation can be predicted with fair accuracy by
the methods of quantum statistics and kinetic
theory (ref. 1), and the air-flow relations can be
modified accordingly. Eggers (ref. 2) has calcu-
lated the effects of vibrational energy on the one-
(limensional, inviscid flow of diatomic gases, for
example.
]_urther changes in air properties may occur at
still higher flight velocity. Flight velocities of
practical interest have now increased fi'om low
supersonic speeds to the escape velocity, 37,000
feet per second, and higher. Vehicles which travel
at these hypervelocitics excite the air to such
high t entpcraturcs that the molecules not only
vibrate but may dissociate into atoms and evel)
ionize. Under these conditions, the behavior of
air deviates widely from that of an ideal gas an<t
the thermodynanfie and transport properties all
become fimctions of pressure as well t_s of tempera-
ture. It is, of course, essential to evaluate these
functions in or(ler to calculate the pattern of air
flow about high-sl)eed vehMes, the viscous and
pressure forces which result, "Hid the heat flux
which occurs between the aft" and the vehicle
The equilibrium thermodynamic properties of a
gas (!an be cah'ulatc(l with good confidence, pro-
vided the energy levels of the gas particles and the
degeneracy of these levels are known. For mona-
tomic an(l dialomic gases [his information can
generally be deduced from spectroscopic dat'_ with
such accuracy th'_t the cah'lflate(l t]ll,rmo(lynamic
properties can be trusted to very high t:cml)cra-
tures, even where experimental c<mfH'mation is
1.wking. In the case of air, however, one of the
important energy terms was not known with Cml-
fidcnce until recently, namely, the dissociation
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energy of molecular nitrogen. This uncertainty
arose l)ecause the availat)lc spectroscopic data were
(.onsistent with two different models for nitrogen
dissocialion, one h,ading to a disso<'iati<>n energy
of 7.37 electron volts l)er nlole('ule and the other
to (,).76 ele('tron volts per molecule. At first, (he
lower value was widely accepted as the most
probable one (lierzberg, rcf. 3). Krieger and
White (ref. 4) and Ilirsehfehh,r and Curtiss (ref.
5) have published tables of thermodynamic prop-
erties of high-tenH)eraturc 'air based on this value.
(blydon (r(,f. 6) was l)erhaps one of the first advo-
('ales of the view that (he higher value was the
('orrect one. Su/)sequently a ntmll)er of exl)eri-
ments were performed whi('h ('onlirmed (',aydon's
O[)illi()l)_ l)lIl()))g [helll [he )neaslll'elll(ql[,_ of sl)'o))g
sho('k waves in nitrog'eu made 1)y ('hrislian, Duff,
and Yarger (ref. 7) and the delom)tion studies
made by ]{isiiakowsky, Knight, am[ Malin (ref.
S). This reu(h,r('d the work of references 4 am| 5
()bs0]et(,, but :barfly lhl,reaft('r (;ihnore (ref. 9)
(.omputed the ehemi('al (.omposition, em,rgy,
entropy, compressibility, and pressure of qir as
fun(.tions of temperalur(' and (l(,nsity based (in the
hivher value for the (liss()('iati()n ()f nilro_'en.
t_ater, l[ilsem'ath and Be('k('tt 0'ef. 10) 1)u))lish('(l
a similar tal)le of these t)rot)erlies, I)ut in much
smaller in(')'eme)lts ()f ((ql)p(')'alllF(' ll.lld (h,nsily.
The ('ah'ulations in Iiolh of th(,se r(,feren('es (9 aml
10) are highly refined in the sense (hat they no(
()nly account for tile major ('(Iml)(me))ts <)f air and
their most signifi('ant energy sta(es, t)ut they als()
(ake inlo a('('o)mt a large numl)er (if the high(,r
(,nergy states which arc i)lfrt'(tm'tdly excited, even
at higtt teml)eralures, and most of the very minor
(,hemi('al c(Iml)onellts ()f all' ave in('lu(h,d. Th(,r(,-
fore lh(,se works are among' the most delaile(l
(,slimales for the thermo(lynami(' l)roperties of 'lit
whi('h have l)e(m nlll.dt,. It is not likely thal they
will l)eeomc ol)solet(,, sin('(, lhe valu(,s of all the
important em,rgy levels used in these (.al('ulations
are now (luite se('ure, l_ogan an(l Treanor (ref.
l l) and lh)ehstim (ref. 12) have also pr(,pared
(,xtensive tables of air prot)crties including tbe
spe('ifie heats and speed of sound. The calcula-
lions al)ove (refs. 9 through 12) make use of
multil)le iteration pro('edures and for a variely (if
reasons it is d(,sirat)le to have, in addition, approxi-
mate expressions in ('losed form whi(,h (:an t)e
solved without iteration. Such solutions would
l)e vahmllle, for examl)le, used as a sullroutine in
an electronic eoml)u(ing pr(lgram or for l)reparing
tables iri small intervals suit'fl)le for the c.dcuhttion
of th(: flow of real air 1)y the mei]l()d of character-
isties.
In e(,ntrast to the faMy satisfactory state of
developm(m( in regar(l to thermody)ulnfi(' l)rOl)er-
lies, ku )wledge of the Iransport i)r()pertrieS of 'fir
a( high lemperalures is it) an (,h,mentavy slale.
It is ge wrally agreed that an a('curate (.ah'ulation
of the transport properties shouhl lit, l)'_s(,(l on
|])e l'at])('l' l'igol'(lllS I [leaf' 3" of ( _halIllla)l a.lld EllSl,;.og
for nmnatomi(: gases (ref. 13). The extension of
lifts tht,ory given I)v Wang-(;hanff and Vhlenbeek
(ref. 14) would |)e used for mol(,(qdar gases wi(h
internal energy. For such ('ah'ulati()us it is
nec(,ssan'y 1o know ( he in t(,rac!iou pot(',tials whi('h
exist l)etween the gas partMes st) that the so-called
collision integrals can l)e ev.flua(e(l, llirs(q)fehhw,
(hu'tiss aml Bir(l 0'('f. 15) hay(, (levt,h)l)ed meth()(Is
of usi))_ intermoh,('ular collisi(m th(,()ry (o the
stage x_h('re the ('<)llisi(m il)t(,i.rrals at+(l tlt(, (t'ans-
port l)rOl)erli('s of im,rt mole('ula)' ga,ses can l)e
(.al('ulaied with good a('('ura)'y. ]h)wev(,r, when
(he air (lisso('iates and ioniz(,s, as it (lees a( high
le)nllOl' I1 ill'e,":,, | he a.t oln=_llo)ii, a lOnl-iOll, ))|I(1 a l()l)l-
Inol(,(ql e [)otetflials ar(, ne('de(l, _),n([ these are not,
sulli(qe)ltly well known 1o cah'ulat(, tim ('()llision
integra s. At th(' l)rese)fl lime, cah'uh_lhm of these
pot eulitls is l)(,iu_ a(l(,ml)|ed hy (lua.tl( unt m(,('lm n-
icM m(.tho(Is, l)ut it nlay lie some linle l)efore
r(,li'fl)Ic solutions are awfilabh,. I, a,y ev(mt,
there i-; an urgen( nee(l for au (,stimaie of the
l)rOperlies of air, du(' (() (]w ([ema)l(l,s cr(,a.((,d by
lhe (,x)taMing reahn of very higl_-sl)ee(l [li,:ht.
Ther(,f(,)'(, an e)tgi))(,(wing +q)l)r(I×ima.ti(In f<)r the
tr'mSl)( r( properties of high-t(,ml)t, rattu'(' 'fir wt)uhl
be wflmble iu (he interim while m()re exa(%
solutio _s are being l)rel)_r(,(l, l,]v(m a.ft(,r re(ire
precise soluliot)s t)re aw)ila.l)le, an apl)ro×imati()n
ffiving he trausl)orl I)roperties in ('h)sed f()rm mqy
l)e just a.s desiral)le as it is for tim t[wrnlo(|ytmlni(t
proper ies of air.
In view (If the u('('(Is outline(l al)ove, it is (he
purpos,, of (his paper (o deveh)p al)I)roxim'lle
exl)res.,ions for the proper(ies of air ()ver (he range
of le]l peFt)lllF('_ ,q))(| pressUl'()'S (?ll('Oll))|el'e(l [)y
vehMe_ tra versing the atmosphere at spee(Is up ((i
escape veloei(y. The principh: whi('h shMl t)e used
in deriving (hese expressions is that (hey shall 1)e
made as simI)le in form as t)ossilth,, wilhout
appree able sm,rifice of relial)ility rtqa(ive (o (he
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accuracyinherentill the presentstate of theo-
retical development. For the thermodymunic:
propertiesthis is aeeomplislmdby keepingonly
thosetermswhicharenecessaryto yMd a final
result, within a few percent of the nlore exact
solutions.
In making estimates of the transport properties,
one is faced with two alternatives. The transport
coefficients may be calculated by the fairly rigor-
ous but complex method of Chapman a nd Enskog,
as noted above, or by the siml)le trot approximate
kinetic theory of hard elastic spheres (ref. 1). If a
good estimates of the interpartiele potentials were a_,b_
available, the choice wouhl immediately fall on
tim former method, of course, ltowever, at pres- +I.B_
ent, the interpartMe potentials are sullMently ('
uncertain so that it. is doubtful whether the ('_
potentially greater accuracy of the more rigorous
method couhl be realized. It has therefore 1)een ('p
decided to defer the labor of making the rigorous
calculations until the necessary potentials are (','
available, and to use the sinq)le kinetic theory
for the present. It may be noted that this simple
approach need not 1)e discounte<l unduly, for it ('.
gives answers in the low tenq)erature range that
are adequate for many engineering uses; the more 1)
rigorous methods are needed for eorreclions which
are only the order of 10 percent or less. More- l)_j
over, beside the ease of calculation, the elementary
kinetic theory possesses some advantage in pro-
viding a simplified physical insight into the
problem.
The properties of air whiclt will be evahmle(I _-
are the compressibility (i.e., tim eorre('ti<)n Io the E
ideal gas equation of state), t he energy enlhall)y ,
entropy, specific heat at constant pressure and at E_
constant density, the speed of sound, the viscosily, £o
therinal eon<hletivity, and the Pran<ltl mmlber.
All of these properties will be evaluated for comti= y_
tions of complete thermal equililn'ium. Beta, use of g.
tim finite reaction rates, these quantities will need h.
to t)e modified for pro('esses where changes in slale H
are rapid compared to the rate of approach to H_
chemicalequilibrium. Nonequilibriunl effe(qs will I
prot)al)ly be encountered in very high-altitude
flight because the approach [o e<luilibriunl is slow I0
at the low pressm'es experienced t,lwre. ]h)wever, g
there is experimental evidence that equilil)rium is k
essentMly realized in ttow of dissociating air under
conditions encountered in flight at moderate alti- k0
tudes and speeds (ref. 16). In addition, Ilirsch-
felder (ref. 17) has argued that heat transfer in
l)ure conduction l)rocesses will correspond to
equilibrium wdues if the reaction rate in one
direction is rapid. Therefore, the thermodynamic
and transport proper!ies of air which are based on
equilibrium conditions should be a convenient
reference for the nonequilibrium values, and apply
(lireetly lo some practical problems as well.
SYMBOLS
speed of sound (zero frequency)
sloichi(mu_lric coefficients for com-
I)onents A, and Bt
components of a chemical reaction
Sutlwrland's constant (eq. (58))
specific heat per tool at constant
density for COml)onent i
sl)ecific heq, t per tool a,t constant
pl'eSsllre
partial specific heat per nml at con-
stant pressure, _ x/G+R)
specific heat per ntol at constant
density
dissocia, tion energy per molecule,
also dilrusion coefficient
binary diffusion coefficient for mole-
ctfles of type i inlo molecules of
type j
base of natural h)garitlmls, also
ch,etron <'barge
eleclroT 1
energy per tool, also electric tleld
st renglh
energy per nlo[ of eomponenl, i
energy per tool at zero at)solute
t {qn])(q'a, tllr(,
degeneracy of the ith state
degeneracy of lhe _l h elect ronic stale
Planck's eons! an 4.
en( hall)y per tool
entlmll)y per tool of component i
molecular moment of inerlia, also
ionization energy per molecule
resonance potential for ionization
rotational (tnanl, unt nunlber
Boltzmann eonsta.nt, also tlwl'ntal
conductivity
reference eoefiqcient of thermal con-
ductivity (eq. (77))
































partM coctticicnt of thermal con-
ductivity due to molecular celli-
sions
partial ccefticient of tlmrmal con-
ductivity due lo chcnfical rcaction
chcmical equilibrium constant for
concentration units
chemical equilibriunt constant for
1)rcssm'c lmits
Dp_,'
partial Lcwis mtmbcr, 3-lk'
logm'itlmt to the base e
mass of a gas particle
weight per reel of corot)cheat i
mean weigh t per ntol of a gas mkxturc
weight pcr reel for undissociatcd air
moh, cuh, s
vibrational qmmlum mmfl)cr, also
ch,ctr(,nic_ qmmlunt mmlbcr, also
concentration in moles j)cr unit
a,'O|ll lilt
('ollcclttl'atioll of colni)oll(qlts A_,
• . .j B_, . . . in nlo|csper unit volume
n itrogcn atom, also atoms in gencra]
Avagadro mtmbcr, molecuh_s t)cr reel








rcfcrcncc pressure, 1 at, mosphcre]parlial pressure of components A f,




partial Prandtl mmibcr, _k'
loI,al pm'l i l ion function




total l)artition function for a stand-
ard stale of unit concentration,
P
total l)a,rtition function for a stand-




























total partition functions for com-
l)oncntsAoB_ , . . .
distance betwccn aloms
distance bctw(_cn IttOlllS where tim
potential is a miliinmm
universal gas col_slant, clwrgy pcr
reel dog
entropy per reel
entropy i)cv reel of component i at 1
alnlosphcrc prcssurc
collision cross scction for mldissoei-
aled air molccule_
collision cross section for particle i
with pnrticlej
at)sohtte 1Cml)cralm'e
lltC_ll molecular velocity for melccule
type i
mean molecular velocity for undis-
sociatc(l au" nloleculcs
t)otentiifl eitcrgy between gas par-
tMcs
reel fract ion
reel fraction of component i
• . . reel fraction of component ..1_ . . .
3[°pMo or _-
C°ml)rcssil)ilit Y' oll'l_' 31
molecular symmetry mmtbcr (equal
2 for homomwh,ar diatomic mole-
cules), also t)olarizability
Morse function constant. (e(l. (01))
(Yp
ratio of specitic heats, _
fl'action of molecules which are
dissociated or of atoms which are
ionized
energy of the ith state
energy of the _th electronic st,_tt(_
dimensionless distance parameter, r--1
coefficient of viscosity
reference coefficient of viscosity (e( 1. (67))
mean fi'cc path for molecule type i
reference nlean fl'cc l)ath (e( t. (71))
vibrational frequency
density of molecule type i
reference density (cq. (70))
collision diameter
SUBSCRIPTS
partial deriw_tive at, constant pressure
partial derivative at constant density
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s part, ial derivative at constant entropy
i, j indices referring to molecules type i and j
t, r, v, e indices referring to the contribution of
translational, rotational, vibrational,
and electronic energy mo(h,s, respec-
tively
1 oxygen dissociation reaction
2 nitrogen dissociation reaction
3 atoln ionization reactions
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
As a preliminary, a brief review of some cf the
results of stt_tistical nlechanics will tie given. This
will include the definitions of the partilion time-
tions and will sunmmrize those relations between
these functions and the thermodynamic ln'operties
of gases which will be used in the apl)roximations
to follow.
]PARTITION FUNCTIONS
All of the th(wnm(lynanlie t)roperties of a gas
may 1)e calculate(I from its parlition function.
Consequently, the first step in (h,termining the
properties of air is to ealeul'tte the partition
functions for the eonq)onents in air. The parti-
tion function nlay be defined as
el
i
where e_ is the energy of tile ith state of the gas
particle an(1 g_ is the degeneracy, 1lint is, the
nunlber of states of tile partich, which have this
same energy level. The energy may be due to
the translational, rotational, or vibrational motion
of the particle, or to the motion of the electrons
within the particle, lie tenlperatures being
considered in this paper are in all c'tses low enough
that the excited nuclear energy states may bc
disregarded. The usual assuntption is ma(le that
no COul)ling exists between the different modes of
energy. Then the partition function may lye
expressed as tile product
Q=Q,Q_Q_,Q_ (2a)
The factors on the right side of equation (2a)
arc, respectively, tile partition functions asso-
ciated with tile translational, rotational, vibra-
tional, and electronic energy levels of the gas
particle. Each factor is determined independently
by an equation of tile same form as equation (1).
By the methods of statistical mechanics it is found
that for diatonlic molecules these factors are:
Q (2rm k T'_ 3/2 RT
,=\ _] p (2b)
h2J(J+l)
Q,=_ (2d+l)e s_'°xkv 8r2IkT (2c)
d = O Odb 2
Q_=_e _V=_l-e _T) (2d)
e n
co ----
Q0=_ 9_e _ (2e)
The notations used at)eve are common ()lies and
the derivation of the equations may I)e fi)und in
any standard text on statistical mechanics, such
as reference 18 or 19. For nlonatomic particles,
which have no mo(h,s of rotational or vii)rational
energy, the rotational and vii)rational partition
functions take tile value rarity. The translational
and eh, etronie 1)artition functions for such particles
take the sanlc form as equations (2b) and (2el,
respectively.
Consishmt with the stated i)urpose of this pat)er,
only those ext)onential terms are included in the
electronic partition function (eq. (2el) for which
the energy levels, _n, are less than six times kT
at the maximum teml)('rature considered (15,000 °
K). Actually, the levels are so widely solit in
this range tlmt the closest to this cutoff is the
sixth state of the atomic nitrogen ion, just a little
more than fmlr times kT at 15,000 ° K.
Table [ 1)resents the atomic and molecular
constants which were used in calculating the
partition functions. The nmlecular constants for
rotation, vibration, dissociation energy, and elec-
tronic energy levels were taken from Herzberg
(ref. 3). The 9.76 electron-volt value for nitrogen
(lisso(.iation is used, an(I it is assumed that the
rotational and vibrational constants for all excited
electronic states are the same as for the ground
state. The atomic energy levels are taken from
Moore (ref. 20). The constants have been
rounded off to the nearest 0.5 l)ercent, and the
second and third electronic energy levels of
atomi(: nitrogen have been combined since they
lie within 0.5 percent of each other. The same
treatment applies to the second and third elec-
tronic levels of the t_toInic oxygen positive ion.
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The functions which are to })e used directly in
the calculations to follow are the logarittm_s of
the partition functions. From the partition func-
tions constants (table I) _nd equations (2a)
through (2el, these functions become
/ 3390 \
(), , _7 ,, o (l_e-_)_ln pIn (N,)=_ In l--0.4,--ln
taR)
O 7 2_7o\lnQ(:)=_lnT+0.11--1,,(1--e-r-)
+ln \3÷2e--T--t-e-_*'-}--h_ p (3b)
lnQ(O) =:jlnT-_-0.50+ln 5+3e v-_-e T+5e T +e T.]--lnp (3el
5 { 2rr0a 4,,_c%
In Q(N) =_ In T+0.30-kln k,4-l-10e T +6e--'r J--lap (3d)
. ( 3861R) 58200 \lnQ(O+)=_lnT+0.50+ln 4+10 T +6e r l--lap (3el
+ 5 ( 70.6 188,9 22000 47000 67900\lnQ(N )=61nT-i 0.:_0+ln l+3e--'K-_Se T J-Se T_+e T +Se T-l--lap (;if)
5
In Q(e-) =_ In T-- 14.24--1n p
whet(, T is the lemperalure in degrees Kelvin
and 1_ is given in allnospimres.
It will be surmise([ that thos(` components of
air which are not r(,pr(,s(,nt(,d 1)y partition func-
tions above are to be neglecled in Ill(' approxima-
(ions which follow. The abs(`lWC of a partition
fu,wtion for atilt'i(, oxid(` may be f(lund surprisi,lg,
but it will be seen hirer that, Io the order of ac-
curacy b(`hlg considered here, the fol'lmtlion of
nitri(, oxide may be lwgh,cte([ in computing ther-
nlodymmfie prop(,rties ov(,r a wide range of
pr(,ssm'e and (emp(`ratm'(` (`omlilions, inelluling
lhose eo,l(lilions which will generally be en-
eOUlll(`re(l ill high-sl)eed tlight through tile atmos-
plwr(`. This occurs because NO has about the
same th(,rnmdymtnli(` ])rol)erlies as an average
for nitrogen and oxygen moh,(`_d(`s, and (he NO
formali(m (hles not gT(,ally influence lhe equi-
librium nlcl fractions of moh, euh,s and of a.tolns.
The possible inllu(,n(,e of nilri(` oxide o)/ tll(`
transport l)roperties of air will be (`onsid(,red later.
ENERGY, ENTHALPY. AND SPECIFIC HEATS FOR THE
COMPONENTS OF AIR
According to slatisti(,al I1l(`(`hlmi(`s, l]le (qwrgy
and entbalt)y per lno] of t)ure gas are given |)y the
folh)wing relations:
E--Eo ,.,/S ln Q'\ ,,d ln Q_ (4)
ldT --l{_--aV)f=l dT
H--F,, .,/0 hi Q\ =T d in Qv (5)
m' =J ,IT
(3g)
The cuantities Q_ till(] Qp are (lie partition time-
tions 'or the stalalar(l states of unit con(,enlration
and (4 unit pressure, respectively. These m'e
related to tlm total partition fulmtion by
Qp =pQ (6b)
and t ley are functions only of temperature so that
it, is their total derivatives which are related to
the e ,orgy an<l enthalpy as given in equations (4)
and (5). The quantity £o is a CO)lStant represent-
ing t,lle energy of the gas at zero absolute t(,mper-
atur(. The choice of this level is arbitrary, but
t)y cc nvention P20is l,aken as zero for the molecules
of ni rogen a.nd oxygen. The1_/zo fer tile neutral
atoms is just, one half Ill(; energy of di_so(,ia(io,J
per nol of diatomi(, molecules, an(l L"0 for tile
ioniz _d atoms is tit(` Sltm of this disso(,iatio,_ (,n(,rgy
and he energy of ionization. With lfll tile ioniza-
tion (,nergy attribuled to the iolfized atoms, 1%
for t l(, olec{l'OllS ntlIst t)(' tak(ql lls zero, o_ (,OllFS(,.
B_ d(,finilion th(` specific heats per me] of i)ttrc
gas _- r(`
(, (51_{) (7)
"-- -0 7 <0
"-_ 07' 1_ (8)
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From equations (2a), (2t)), (2e), (4), and (5) it
is seen that the energy and enlhall)y per nlol of




\ I_T ],+e=72 -} "" (9)
___g,,e k_'
{H--F,o' _(
-- -- _ -}-1 (10)
and the specific heats given ])y equations (7) and
(8) can be expressed
" 2 _n _n 2




Equations (9), (10), (11), and (12) give that
part of the energy, enthall)y, and the specific
heats which is due to the translational and elec-
tronic energy for either atonls or molecules. The
contributions of rotational and vibrational energy
must also be included for the molecular case, of
course. According 1_oequations (2c) and (2d) the
expression
E hv h. -_
(/-_,)_ +0= 1+_-_ (e__ 1) (13)
should be added to equations (9) and (10) in order
to obtain the total energy and enthalpy for dia-
tomic nmlecules, while
(C),+, / D_'\_t. 1 hp\-2
-= lq-{_) _sm, 2_ ) (14)
should be added to equations (11) and (12) to
get the total specific heats for these pa.rtich_s.
The entropy of a pure gas is related to its
partition function by
S_ln //b In Q_
12 Q+T 115)\--b_/,
and front equations (5) and (6b), the entrol)y of
the gas at unit pressure may tie expressed
In K,
where
]/I=1 n _ +ll_Eoq, )_ (16)
The calculated values of the l)artition functions
for a standard slate of 1 atmosphere pressure, the
enlhali)y , and the specific heat at constant pres-
sure are given in table I[ in 500 ° K inereincnts of
teInpcrature for lhe major conq)onents of air.
The concentration slandardized partition func-
tions, the energy, entropy, and the specific heat
at constant density are not listed since they may
be easily foimd fi'om the properties tabulated and
equations (6), (10), (12), and (16).
EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS
In order to (let.ermine the equilil)rium reel
fractions for the comp(ments of air, it will 1)e
necessary to calculate the equilil)rium constants
for the chemical reactions which occur. These
chemical reactions may 1)e expressed in the
generalized form
_,a,Am___,b_B_ (17)
where t.he A_ are tim reactants, lhe B_ the prod-
ucts, and a_ and b_ are their respective stoichio-
metric coctlieients. The l)ressure equilibriuIn




•rod it, is related to 1he partitioI1 functions by (see
ref. 18)
_Eo
lit t-Y], b, in Qp(B_)--_,a, In Qp(A0
(19)
A l_o_ _] b_I,2o(B_)-- _] a_Eo(A,)
is the zero point energy of the products less the
zero point energy of the reactants, both referred
to l.heir standard states. The reactions considered
here are the dissociation of molecular oxygen
and of molecular nit.rogen and the ionization of
atomic oxygen and of atomic nitrogen. According
to cquation (19) and the constants given in table I,
the equilibrium const.anls for these reactions are
57L'.t'.'(_ GO- - '2
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llt IC_(O2->20)------ T - -+'" In Qp(O)-ln Q,(O_) (20at
In K_(No-->2N)= -113_00+2 In Qp(N)--ln Q,(N2) (20b)
158,000
In/k'p(O-+O+@¢-) =" T fin @,(O+ t+ln Q/e-)-ln Qp(O) (20c)
lt;8,g00,,
hlKp(N-_N++e-)-- -- T tm Qp(N*)+ln Qp(e-)-ln Qp(N) (20d)
The concentration equilibrium constant is de-
fined by
K,=iin% (A 0 (21)
where *_(At) and n(li_) are, respectively, the
concentrations of the chemical reactants and
products. This quantity will also be needed for
subsequent calcubttions, and it is obltdned by
i'ephlcing the pressure standaMized liar(it(on
functions, Qv, with the correspondillg conc(mtl'a-
(ion stan(hu'dizod partition fun('tions, Q_, in
equation (19). From equation (6) it is seen
lhat
I(,-- I(v( ]ll')'=",-'-'b_ (223
The logarithmic derivatiw's of the equilibrhml
constants will also be required later. From
equations (5), (10), and (19) these beconle
T d In K, .XEo (E--If,,'|
,IT - lit F T_, b _\--:?T-/,,,
--'_, a_ --_,,,,_- (23)
\ 1,7 /.,,
5/,d In A'p_ T d hi K,
dT ¢17' _-_ b,--_ (t_ (24)
The equilibrium constants and their logarithmic
derivatives for the reactions represented t)y equa-
tions (20at through (20(l) are listed as functions
of temperature in table III. A population
weighted average quantity is given for the oxygen
and nitrogen iouizatimt reaction. These quantities
will lit)iv 1)e its(,([ ill eah,ulatitlg the component nlol
fractions and their derivatives.
CALCULATION OF THE EQUILIBRIUM MOL FRACTIONS AND
THEIR DERIVATIVES
Tim possil)ility /hat apltroximaie solutions in
closed form couht be obtained for the properties
of air suggests itself upon examination of the
results of Gilmore (ref. 9). IIis tal)les of the
composit[ot_ of air show that there are four
chemical reactions of major importance. These
are the, dissociation of nmlecular oxygen and
molecu'_:ar nitrogen, and the ionization of atoinic
oxygen mid of atomic nitrogen.
02 --> 20 (25a)
N2 --> 2N (25}))
O -> O _+e- (25c)
N --_ N++e - (25(t)
With (:he exception, all other reactions which
cccur 3Md component concentrations which are
the or(l,_r of 0.1 percent, or less. The exception
is the forination of ifitric oxide, NO, which at sea
levd (hnsily lnay become as much as 10 pert(mr
of the _,ir aroun(l 5000 ° K. lh)wever, even this
much nit, rio oxi(lc does not strongly inlhlen('e the
resultin ,_ thernmdynanlic properties of air, and at
densitie_ less than 0.01 noI'mal set_ lew_l density,
where tae NO is less than 1 percent at its inaxi-
InUre, 1,71ceffects arc very slnall.
Two distinctive features of the chemical reac-
tions gi_,en above are (d)servat)h; front Gilmore's
results. The tirst is thai at, all I)r(,ssures the dis-
sot(alto t of oxygen is csst,ntia, lly comph,le t>(,fore
the (lis.,oci_iion of nit.rogen |)(,gins. This means
tha.t th(se two roact,ions cmt be treated independ-
ently fi,r the imrposes cf approxinlation. The
sccon(l :eat ure is l hat nitrogen and oxyg(n atoms
ionize at about the s,,tme telnperatur(_ and with
about t m same energy changes. Consequently,
it is possible to assume that once air i,-. completely
dissocia ed, all atoms constitut(, t_ single species
which has the populatior} weight.ed average prol)-
ert, ies oi the nitrogen and oxygen atoms.
THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF AIR
The equation of state will be defined
p_ZRT
p-- Mo (26)
where Z is the compressibility. To the approxi-
mation that all of the partich, s obey lhe ideal gas
law, Z represents the total number of tools formed
from a tool of initially undissociated air. It is
also equal to the ratio ef the initial nmlecula.r
weight of undissociated air to the mean molecular
weight, 3_Io/_ll. If _1 is the fraction of molecules
which dissociate into oxygen aloms, E2the fl'action
of molecules which dissociate into nitrogen atoms,
and ea the fraction of atoms which arc ionized,
then the compressibility is given by
Z-----1 -_ _l-_ E2-_ 2_a (27)
The reactions arc now assumed to be independ-
ent and, in view of the order of approximation
being ccnsidered, the ratio of nitrogen to oxygen
has simply been taken as 4 to 1. Then at rela-
tively low temperatures only three major com-
ponents exist sinmltaneously: molecular nilrogen,
molecular oxygen, and atomic oxygen. The par-
tial pressures for these three components may be
expressed
0.8
p (N2) = a: (N_)p = 1 -_-(_1]) (283)
p(O2)=x(O2)p=_2-+--_! p (28b)
p(O) =, _u)p=l_< p (28c)
At intermediate temperatures _ approaches the
limit 0.2, the oxygen is completely dissociated,
and the nitrogen diocssiation commences. For
this case, molecular nitrogen, atomic nitrogen, an(l







p (O) = x(O)p= 1._ p (31c)
The equilibrium constant for the nitrogen disso-
ciation reaction (cq. (20b)) is
h p2(N ) 4_2"_p
p2----_ (l.2-k_e) (0.8--_:) (32)
whence _2 is given by
_2----0.4 q- _/0.16q-3.84 (1 q-_) (33)
At high temI)eral.ures , e: approaches lhe limit
0.8, the dissocia_tion of nitrogen is also complete,
and the ionization of the atoms begins. For this
ease we assume that the atmns are a single homo-
geneous species symbolized by N, and then the
l)artial l)ressures bc(,ome
p(N) --x (N)p= l_aa p (34 a)
The equilibrium constant for the oxygen dis-
sociation reaction (eq. (203)) is
p_(O) 4_12p
K,,-- p (O2) -- (1_+_,,) (0.2__ q ) (29)
Then the fraction _ is found by solving lhe quad-
ratic equation (29)
_L-- - 0'8+_0'64+0"8 (1 +_p) (30)
4p
The eondition of no dissoeiation which occurs _t
low temperatures is, of course, just the limit where
_, is zero.
p(N +) =x(N+)P=l_a p (34b)
_ e3
p(e-) x(e )p-_7_ap (34c)
The ionization reaction equilibrium constant is
K -p-(N+)p_e-)- _a:P (35)
_a-- p(N) l--ca '_
and then ea becomes
,a_--(1 -+-P_a) -½ (36)
Tim equilibrium constant K_a is taken to be a
population-weighted average of the eonstanls for
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the oxygen and nitrogen ionization reactions (e(t s.
(20c) and (20d)). That is,
ill n. sin,ilar wi_y, the l)m'tial din'|vat|yes of _2 mid
ea at tin,slant, density are
K_a=0.2 K_(O-+O _-r-e-)+0.S K,(N--->N+ q e-)
(37)




;,'(N2)= _ - (39)
x(O) 2_i--04_aZ (4O)
x(N) -- 2e.e--zI.6ea (417
O
, T+ f- __ . - __A_3"
(N +0 )--_(e )--Z (45)
The derivatives of the t)roducts Zx, will be
needed in addition to the nml fractions and fi'om
equations (,><) lhrough (42) il is seen that these
are t)rol)orti()mfl t.o the derivatives _U'0;/', Oe_/02',
and i3_a,"0T. From equaiions (28) and (29) lhe
partial derivalive of _ at, constant i)r(,ssurc is
'_ d In I(.,,,/dT (43a)
Similarly, the t)ariial derivatives of e2 aml _s at
COllSlglll, pl'('SS(li'O ll,l'e
'_ d In Kp2/dT (43b)
,/T]_ 5/<--_/(1.2+_) ÷UIo.s-_d
_-_"l ,t In I,[,jdT
,tTJ v=5/%-1/ 1 i-ca) }-I/(l--ca) (43C)
In order lo find the same partial derivatives at
eonsta.nt density, it. is convenient to use the
equilibrium conshl, nt in concenlralion units. For
eXItlllp[(',
4qe,_ 4e, 2 p
Kcl--(|-[-el) (0.2-- _)-- (0.2--q) :110 (44)
whence the t)artial derivalivc of _ at. constant
density is
'_ (1 In h_l/dT
d ](' ]p--2/g-_--I_,,) (45a)
,t n/<;aT (4sb)
\,,TT/Z2/_,,+ Lt(o 8-<)
(_,_ d in KM1T (45c)
_7'}0 2/_a+lt(1--_a)
The ;)r(,c(,ding relations I1,1"('given in l(,rlllS of
lonil)erltln'e i_iid pl'(,ssur(; as the in(it, pen(lent,
variabhs. This is a convonilqil form in which to
use l ho solutions in the llllalysis of lleitrlv col/stallt
pl'OSSlll'(! t)I'OC(_SS('S SIICll ll, S OCCIlI' ill |)oull(ltlry-|ll, yer
ttow or at the stagnation region of high-speed
vehich,s. However, the 1)tee|so calculations of llir
propert:.es have been ca rri(,d out as consta.nt
density funclions (if t(qnlioraturt, (rofs. 9 and 10)
and, in order hi lilliko it eonipltrison witil these
ealoulalLons, it is d(,sh'ab|o to have the approxi-
Inale sob|t ions given hi lhe slline variables. This
is very .dnq)ly done by exl)ressing lho dissociated
and ionized fractions in terms cf density and the
equi]ibrhun consiant, s in concenlral, iou units.
Thl,ll (so0 eq. (44))
(KMI,,Ip) k_ i.'(%_g//J='_-_iR<7i7;7};;
(4oa)
]11 lI sin ilaa' way
-(tk%2.11<,/O ) +_..'7i(_7..'ff_tp )2 + 12.8 (Kc>lJo/p)
_2 _ 8
(46b)
- (K_a.llo/p) -}-v'[I(_a.llo/p)_ 8(K_aMo/p)
ca= 4
(46c)
All the other calculations follow as before, only
the quantities _l, _:, and _a fronl eqmltions (46a),
(4(it)), l lid (4(ic) replac(, llios(, fronl equiliions
(:_0), (:¢ _), and (:_O).
With the preceding relations in hand, we are in
1)ositiol_ to calcuhite the energy, (,ltirol)y , sp(,cific
heat, al d speed of sound for it it.
ENERGY, SPECIFIC HEAT, ENTROPY, AND SPEED OF SOUND
FOR AIR IN EtlUILIBRIUNI
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l"](_u[_l,] li -(_ompressibilily of lliI Ilis I[ fun(,tion of ti(_nll)(_rtttur(L
where E_ is tile energy per reel for component i.
GenerMly in aerodynamic l)robh,nls lhe energy
per fixed mass of gas is neede(l rather than the
energy per mol. The mass of ga,s in a me[ of
undissociated air (29 gin) will be use([ as the
constant reference quantity for this purpose.
Then, in dimensionless form, lhe energy pc]" nlol
of initially undissociated air is
ZE __ E, (48)
_7'= z2r]i ' '< 1:'1'




The compressibility, Z, l/lIl([ lhe dinwnsionless
cntha[py, ZH/RT, which [lave hecn c't[euhlted
front the preceding e(lUll, tiiolls , tire listed in liltl)les
IV(a) _nd IV(l)). The energy is easily obtained
from these values vi_ e(lll'/,liiolt (49). Compressi-
bility and energy are gn'at)hed _/Is functions of
temperature in figures 1 and 2. The enh'opy ller
inilin[ reel of Mr is simply ot)til/.illed front the
enlrol)ies of lhe components (ff air through the
rehll ion
ZS _./_-_ & p) (50)
whm'e P0 is lille reference pressure for lille sliamdftrd
state, in this ea.se 1. atmosphere. The entropy
vMues "_r(_ list.ed in t.ab[e IV(el and are shown
vraphieally in tigm'e 3.
At, this point it is desirM)le t() eonlpare the
foregoing al)i)roximate s(duti(ms with the pre-
cise calculations made by t lilsenrath and Bcckett
(ref. 10). Figure 4(a) shows the percentage
dcvin.tiion in tit(; approximate soh,tio,s for c(ml-
pressibility at densities .f 10 '2, 10 °, 10 -2, 10 -4, and
10 -6 Am_gat (unit density _tt S'PP). Figures
4(I)) mM 4((:) sh()w, respeeiive[y, the deviations
in the approximate soluti(ms for enlhalpy and
entropy for tihe s&llte densities. It is fmmd tihat,
the errors are generally less than 2 percent at
deusities between 1 and 10 -6 Amag_t. It is t()
1)e expected tlmt the solutions lose accuracy _t
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ve W high densities since some of the neglected
minor reactions begin to take on increasing im-
portance, especially the fornmtion of NO at inter-
mediate temperatures. Moreover, the major re-
actions begin to occur simultaneously so that it
is no hmger so good an assumption that they are
independent of <me another. Even so t lm errors
are only about 6 percent or less up to 100 Amagals
density, and this may still be acceptable accuracy
fin" many purposes. In genera], the accuracy
of the approximations increases as density de-
creases, and the sohtions may be extended to
densities even lower than 10 -6 Amagat, if desire<l.
It is necessary to take the derivatives of the
products ZE and ZH for specific heats if the latter
are to have their usual meanings, that is, the
change in energy which occurs in a fixed mass of
gas per degree t eml)erature change. Thus the
constant density specific heat per initial tool of
air is given by
• ,, _ \ltT/\ a7 /.
(hi)
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(d) Ratio of specific heat,_.
:IqGrm.: 4. -])evi:ttions in the .q)l)roximale solutions for
the thermodynamic properties of air.
where C_ is the derivative of energy for eomp(,nent
i, that is, dE,/dT. The corresponding specific
heat for e(mstant pressure is given by
Z(', 1 {bZII'] ..
+T_ (52)\-5_?,
The specific heat at constant: pressure is listed
in tal)le IV(d) and the ratio of specific heats, _,
is given in t.able IV(e). It may be noted that
when chemical reactions occur, the difference
between the specific heats per tool is not equal
to the gas constant, as in an ideal gas, but is
given 1)y
{'('p C,_'_ T r II, {bZ.,','_ E, {bZ.,','_ "1
1+2_ ,-,,,,--,- ---,,,,\_,-\?l-y:/= L/, :/\ a7 4, it1. a'/ /,d
(s:_)
The aI)l)roximations are not expected to be as
accurate for the specific ]mats as for the other
thermodynamic I)ropcrties since one higher order
derivative of the partition functions is involved.
However, the results are generally within l O
l)ereent of the values calcul'_tcd by L<)g'an and
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Fmurn,: 5. -Specific heat of -dr at constant, density :is a
ftmction of teml)ernttn'e.
Treanor (ref. 11). Fortunately, one does jiot
usually need to use the specific heats directly in
aerodynamic calculations, anyway, but, n_ther
the ratio of specific heats, _. The deviations in
v from the values given in reference 11 are shown
in figure 4(d), and it is seen that the present
approxinlations preserve the accuracy of this
quantity within a few percent.
The chemical reactions have a marked effect
on tile specific heat functions. For example,
figure 5 shows the specific heat at constant density,
C,, as a function of temperature for pressures of
0.0001, 0.01, and 1 atmost)here. At h)w tem-
perature C, increases from 5R/2 to 7R/2 as the
vibrational modes of energy become excited.
Then, with increasing temperature, the specific
]teat goes through three distinct maxima where
the chemical components change nlost rapidly
with temperature; the first maximum is due to
the oxygen dissociation reaction, the second to the
nitrogen dissociation, and the third to the ioniza-
tion reactions. W'hen pressure decreases, these
maxima increase in sharpness and in magnitude
as they shift to lower temi)eratures.
The foregoing specific heat values eu'fl4e one to
cah.ulatc the speed of sound in air. This speed of
smmd will be define(l by
., / Op"_
.-=[ a; ), r54)
ihat is, the limiting value as the frequency ()f
sound appro_whes zero. The partial derivative
given in equation (54) will not be calculated di-
rectly, since it, is not convenient to treat the
entropy as an independent variable which can be
hehl constant (see eq. (50)). However, equation
(54) may 1)e transformed with perfect _zeneralily
into the fol'm
, tOp_
,-_ 7_ 0p)_ ' (55)
where 7 is the ratio of the sl)ecific heats,('f(',.
Equatiml (55) is, in turn, e(tuiwflent to
((::)p_,',:..)7' )_,
,2 = _ _f _(5p/O T) _, 156 i
which, from the e(tuatim, of state (e( 1. (26)). may
be expressed in terms of wu'ial)les wtfich have
already been calculated
I - (77Z) (OZ/OT)r,
"/,_ --7 1 :_ (7'/Z) (OZ/6>l')-_ (57)
The dimensionless sl)eed of sound parameter,
a2p/'p, is listed in table IV(f) and is plotted as a
function of teml)ertdure in figure 6. The see(rod
term on the right side of equation (57) is generally
near unity, so that figure 6 is also indicative of
the variation in 7 with temperature.
AERODYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS
The thermodymunic properties obtained at this
point are those required to perform calculations
of inviscid air-flow problems. These properties
are given for a range of lelnperatm'e from 500 °
to 15,000 ° K and of pressure from 0.0001 to 100
atmospheres. It is of interest now to examine
the altitude and velocity at which these condi-
tions will occur in flight. A grid of the pressure
and teml)erature at, the stagnation point of a body
in flight is shown in figure 7 as a function ()f flight
altitude and veh)city. The stagnation euthalpy
per unit mass was simply taken as one half the
velocity squared, and the stagnation pressure was
related to the static pressure (and thus to altil u(le)
572920 .60 ._
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with the results of Feldman (ref. 21), who com-
puted the pressure ratio developed across normal
shock waves in air at various altitudes. Generally
lower temperatures and pressures will be attained
at regions other than the stagnation region, so
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cases also. It can be seen that the thermody-
namic properties of air can be approximated in
closed form over the range of conditions of current
interest in aerodynamics. Some of the results of
these _pproximations will next be used in estimat-




Condder ill,t, some qualitative aspeels of the
collisions 1)etween gas particles. The particle
trajeclories arc influenced by a pottmtial U which
is negl giblc at long range, which may be attractive
or relulsive at intermediate range, but which
Mway, becomes strongly i'epulsiw,, at very short
range. A particle with ldnetic energy kT will not
be gre _.tly deflected if it passes only through that
part o! the pottmtial field where IUI<<kT. On
tlte o her band, the particle will be deflected
appreciably if it passes where [(;[>>kT. The
direction of the deflection is unimportant, so far
as lrm_sport properties are concerned, for it. is the
absoh;le w_lue of the dettect ion angle which deter-
mines the change in mass, nmmentum, and energy
fluxes caused by the collision. To a first approx-
imati(,n, the absolute value of this deflection is
independent of the sigm of the potential and the
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effective collision diameter a is the order of the
largest distance where U=±kT. The effective
collision cross section S will be defined as _ra_.
In the rigorous treatment of the transport
properties of gases, the effective collision cross
section S is found to be an integral of the deflection
angles produced by collisions and this integral is a
function of the relative velocity of the colliding
particles. The so-called "collision integral" is a
function of temperature only which is S times a
velocity function intega'ated over all velocities.
Thus the collision integral may be thought of as
a weighted average collision cross section, and tlLe
transport coefficients can be related directly to
these integrals. However, not all the interpartiele
potentials have been developed which are needed
to calculate the collision integrals for ah.. In the
present paper then, plausible estimates of the
effective collision cross sections will be used to
determine the mean free paths for hard elastic
spheres, and for such particles the transport
coefficients can be related to these mean free paths
(ref. 1). The effects of the interaction potentials
will be taken into account by letting the spherical
cross sections be appropriate functions of tem-
perature.
The effective cross sections for collisions between
diatomic molecules can be obtained quite accu-
rately by the collision integral method. Ilowever,
at high temperatures, the very steep repulsive
portion of the intermolecular potential is pene-
trated so that the molecules behave essentially like
hard spheres. Consistent with the approximations
which follow, it will be sufficient to use the Suther-
land formula for the molecular cross section So.
So C
_-_- 1+ _ (58)
where the constant C is 112 ° t( and S.., the cross
section at infinite temperature, is 3.14X 10-_Scm _,
for the case of air molecules.
For atomic collisions, the picture is complicated
by the fact that two atoms may approach each
other along any one of a number of potentials.
For example, the potentials between two normal
nitrogen atoms are sho'_1_ qualitatively in sketch
(a) (see ref. 3). The lowest lying of these poten-
tials, designated U0, has the lowest total electron
spin and it is the one normally responsible for the
vibrational energy levels observed in the stable
molecular state. Therefore U0 can be expressed
quantitatively from experimental spectroscopic
data. Unfortunately, the higher lying potentials
for the atonls in air are not known quantitatively
at present, so we are forced to estimate an average
collision cross section for all of the potentials by
means of the known lowest lying potential. For
this purpose it is assumed that the collision dialn-
eters a are given t)y
Uo(_)= --kT (89)
and these diameters will be used to evaluate
the coefliciel_ts of nlonlentmn and energy trans-
fer. A somewhat deeper penetration of the poten-
tial is normally required for a collision to affect
the particle itux, so that the diameters a' which
will t)e used to evaluate the diffusion coefficients
are assumed to be given by
Uo(a') = --2kT (60)
It may be pointed out that Hirschfelder and
Eliason (ref. 22) have examined the relation
between values of tile transport coefficients given
by the hard sphere model and by the more rigor-
ous collision integral method. They find that
U(¢) and U(a') are about --0.6kT for a wide
variety of attractive potentials, that U(a) is
about 0.9kT and U(a') is about 1.6kT for a similar
variety of repulsive potentials. If all the inter-
particle potentials were known, it would be simple
to use these criteria to obtain a weighted average
S_.Tc_ (a).
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collision dianwtm'. All the potential',; m'c ktmwn
for two normal hydcogen atoms (rcf. 23) am[ it is
found for this case that equations (591) and ((10)
yiehl values for a and a' which agree with th(,
weigh t(,(l _verage collision diameters witbin 8 per-
(.'cnt over the range of teml)craturcs from 1000 ° to
15,000 ° [(. Of coursc, there is no assurance thai
tlwsc sam(, relations will hold as ('losdy for col-
lisions t)ctwcen the atoms in air. In fact the
average collision diameters for normal oxygen and
nitrogen a.toms will probably be overestimated
by equations (59) and (60), sin(,e the shnllow
intermc(liate potentials (such as Lq and 1_, sketch
(a)) must be considered fro" these atoms, whereas
they (to not occur for hydrogen. The elrect of
these intermediate potentials will be partly com-
pensated fro" by the fact, that some of tim atoms
will he in excited electronic stat, es which havc
collision diameters the order of three times largcr
than the normal atoms (rcf. 22). The f,'action of
atoms in excited states is small over most of the
tetut)erature and pressure rm_gc con,ddered so ib.at
collisim_s belween ex('itcd t)art Mes are relatively
rare. The mwmmtcrs t)ctwecn an excited and a
no,'ma.l atom arc the om,s which significantly
in/hwm'e the mean fl'ee l)aths, aml the cross sec-
lions fm such collisions arc about four times
normal. The fraelion of each constituent in air
which is excited is listed as a hmetiot_ of temper-
atm'e in the following table:
Fraction Fraclio_t Fraclion
of oxygen of nilrogctl of ionized
olom8 oloms olo_l_s
7', ° K rxcited excited excited
-1,000 _ _ _ 0. 002 0. 0fi2 .........
6,000 ....... 013 .025 0. 012
8,1)[)_ ...... 032 .081 .032
10,000 _ .055 .153 .060
12,000 .0D.) .228 .089
14,000 ................. 120
The first two excited states of atomic oxygen and of
the atomic nitrogen plus ion are very close to the
ground state (see tal)le I) and so they have not
I)ecn counted as excited states. It can be sccn
that the fraction of excited particles in air will
gcnerally I)e less than l0 percent and in the very
worst case considered about 20 percent of the
atomswill be excited. This occurs at, 100 atmos-
pheres pressure where the ionization reaction is
repressed until temperatures beyond 12,000 ° K
are rcnt'hcd and 23 percent of the nitrogen and 8
percent of the oxygen atoms are excited. For a
lmrc gas in which excited particles have thrcc
times normal collision diameters, the average
mean f3'ee path is decreased 28 l)erccnt when 10
percent of the particles are excited, and is de-
(.teased 45 pcr(,(,nt when 20 1)erccnt of the partich,s
are ex,'ited. Thus the error inlrodm._,d by
ncgh,cting the long-range fo,'('cs of the excited
_ttoms is l)robahly the same order of magnitu(le
and opposite in etrect to the unccrtaintics causc(l
by neglecting the shortened rangc of the shallow,
intermediate collision potcntials.
The iowest lying atom-atom potentials may I)e
approximated bv the Morse function
l _o=I)[ (1--e-_¢)"-- l l (61)
where D is the dissociation encrgy and _" is the
dimens onless distance parameter (r/r_--l) ; r_ is
the int_watomic distance at which /.70 is a mini-
mum (sketch (a)); f_ is a constant related to the
vibratimml frequency _, of lhe stable molecule
and is given I)y v(2rr2I/D) _/2. Ahhough the Morse
funetio,l is not very a(,curatc at hmg ranges, it
will be needed only at rather high temperatures
where the l)otcntial is fairly well dcscrit)(,qt for
{U0l>kT. Tim Morse function constants were
taken irom Herzl)erg (ref. 3) and these are listed








D k, o K
5.q, {}(l{_ ,3. 24
1 13, 200 2. 9fi
75, 400 3. 18
75, 200 3. 1,q
101, 200 2. 9-I
re_






Fror l equations (59) and (61), the ntomentunt
and en ,rgy transfer collision diameter a is given I)3-
a_ 1__-1 In 1-- 1-- '{"1 (62a)
and be equations (60) and (61) the (litl'usiotl
cellist(In diameter a' is given 1)y
(621))
The atom-molecule collision diamcters will I)e
taken as the arithmetic average of the atom-atom
and ot the molecule-molecule collision diameters.
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Thisassuml)tioncon'cst)ondsto theconceptthat
the collision diameter is a measure of the effective
range of tile electron dislribution about Ill(,
molecule or atom, and that a ('ollision occurs
whenever these electron distril)utions overlap.
With the onsei_ of ionization, several additi(imll
types of collisions must be considered. Tliesc
are the ion-atom, electron-areal, and the ion-ion,
ion-electron, or electron-electron collisions. The
ion-atom collisions may 1)e treated in the same
mamier as the atonl-atom collisions, since tilt,
spectroscopic data for ionizc(t molecules are
available to be used in setting tip the Morse
potential function between the ion and the neutral
atom. The Morse function constants for these
cases, wliich occur in air, are also listed in the pre-
ceding table. Tile ion-ion, ion-electron, and
electron-electron collision diameters all dcltend
on long range electrostatic forces of identical
nlagnitude, and the collision cross seclion for su('}l
particles is
/ e_ V,
The tirst factor r(e'_/kT.) 2 is the cross section for a.n
encounter between two isolated charged particles.
Tliis cross sect, ion is I)l/,se(l on tile san:c criterion for
the diameter as usc<l above, namely iU(a)[=kT,
where tile function U is jusi_ the eoulonlt) potential
between two charges. The second faclor, In A, i_
it correctioli designed to aecounl for ltle charge
shielding effect, on the lnaliy ioilg-raltge eollision_
which occur itl a plasma of finite (lensil,y. Accord-
ing to reference 24, this correction is given 1)y
In A= In_e_\_ / (6:}1_)
where J_ is the reel concentrali(m of all ('harg(,d
particles, t)oth positive and negative. Actually
at. (he densities considered here, the (dl'(,(,ts of this
correction are not verv large until the gas is lilllios|
conlpletely ionized.
For (,leclron-atom collisions, the ltlotil will t)e
polarized by the approach of lhe eleclron and
there will result a ch_.u'ge-(lipolo type inieraclion.
In order to cMculalc lhe nil, gniludo (;f lhis
lateral, lion, the polarizat)ility of the ll, tO]ll., a_
will be needed. The polarizabilily is d('fine(1 as
lhe dipole ii).oluent produced in the alolti, t)_" l/.li
electric field, E, of unit strength. Tlte litter-
action ellergy of lhe induced dipole moment wilh
Ihe tMd is cdF_t'2, and when tile tMd due to the
presence of the electron is sut)sliluted for E, this
ell el'gy beeolill's
_2ot
U - (64)2r 4
It, will be noted lhal the imlariza|)ility need not
be ]:nov<n with great, precision, since the ccllision
(lill.nwter (h,pends only on lhc fourlh root of this
quluilily. ExI)erinwnlal vahies of pohn'izal)ilily
are only given for lhe molecular sll_t,e ot oxygoll
and nil rogen. However, Joos (ref. 25) gives an
al)proxiniate illelilo(t of cMculating the polariza-
I)iliiy of atoins in alternating ileitis wliich in ill(,




where m in this case is the mass of an electron and
[0 is lhe rosolialice t)otenlial for ionization of the
alolu. This resoliltnce potential is 9.1l o.v. for
ex)l:eli alOliiS Im(l 10.78 e.v. for nilrogcn aionis
0'el. 201). {._iiig these vahios, one finds the
polarizability is 13.2 X 10-2_ciil 3 anti 10.3)( 10 --05
(_lil3 for oi)geli alld liiirogeii atoliis, respectively.
The eol|ision diameters will enter the calcuh:-
lions to follow in tile form of it ratio with lho
collision dhl.nieler for two diatoniic molecules at
Ill(, sailie telltporature, _70. These ratios were
(,alculated by l hc nwltiods outlined above for
lhose collisions which occur between the major
eoinponcnts lit }iigh-leniporature air. Tile results
are given in lable V as functions of toliiporature.
V_'herever two or niore l)'pcs of collision give the
:;ltlli(, resull willlin ,5 por(:elit> lhere i_ not illUeli
point, to considering l,llelu separately, in view of
lhe apl)roxintations involved. Therefore, for such
cases, the vahies have been weighted and averaged,
alid only those thial averages are given in table V.
The aloni-nmleeuh_ cross sections S(O:--O),
N(N__--N), and S(N:--O) are very close and these
are n.ll designated by the single symbol S(N._--N).
Similarly lhe atoln-aloni and atom-ion cross
sections S(O--O), S(N--N), S(N--O), S(N--X+),
and S(O--O b) are all grouped under tile notation
S(N--N). The atom-electron cross sections
S(N--e) and S(O--e) are given lhe single average
vahie list(;(t ulider S(N--e). hi the same way, all
the atom-molecule and atom-atom diffusion cross
sections are givcli by S'(N2--N) and S'(N--N),
respectively, The electron-atonl cross sections
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for diffusion are not differentiated from the cross
sections for momentum and energy transport.
VISCOSITY
The viscosity of air will be calculated from the
simple summation formula for a mixture of hard
spherical molecules
57r _ p_u_X_ ('66)
In view of the order of approximations involved,
a more sophisticated forinulation than this does
not seem warranted. The constant 57r/32 is
chosen to agree with the value which accounts for
the persistence in velocity of the higher speed
molecules (ref. 1). It will be ('onvcnient to use,
as a reference value, the viscosity which air wouht
have at the same temperature if the mole('ules
did not dissociate or ionize
5_r
_/0=_ poUoXo (67)
[n cgs units, this reference viscosity becomes
_,/T gin (68)
Y°=l'462X10-_ l+ll2/T cm--see
where T is the absolute temperature in degrees
Kelvin. The ratio of mean velocities is
u, :/Mo
7o-¥ (69)
and the ratio of densities, where the total number
of moles per unit volume is the same, is
pf M,
 =Mo x, (70)
Under these same conditions, that is, the same
mol concentration, the ratio of mean free paths
is (ref. 1)
[l+i,\ v_
Then the ratio of viscosity to the reference vis-
cosity becomes
x, (72)
Before equation (71) can be applied to the case
where ionization occurs, it must be observed that
the atom-electron collisions are not to be counted
in evaluating the atom mean free paths, nor are
the lot-electron collisions to be counted in evaluat-
ing t.h- ion mean free paths. This is because the
mean free path which occurs in the derivation of
viscosity is the mean distance between those
collisions which cause a relatively large change in
momentum of the particle being considered, either
in direction or in magnitude. Normally all colli-
sions ]ualify in this sense, but when a heavy
particle like an atom or an ion collides with an
extreHely light particle like an electron, there is
practically no change in the momentum of the
heavy particle, and this momentum is carried
intact to the first collision with another heavy
particle.
The coefficients of viscosity for high-temperature
air have been calculated from equations (68),
(71), and (72) and the results are presented in
table VI(a) and in figure 8.
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
A theory for the thernlal conductivity of a
chemically reacting gas was perhaps first outlined
by Nernst (ref. 27). The form in which this
theory has been developed by Hirschfelder (ref.
17) will be used here to calculate the conductivity
of hi_h-temperature air. In this theory the
energ3 transfer through the gas is treated in two
indep(ndent parts. The first part is the energT
transf,rred by molecular collisions, and this mode
of energy transfer is the one responsible for the
ordinary thermal conductivity of nonreacting
gases. The second part is the energy transferred
by diffusion of the molecular species and the re-
action_ which occur as the gas tends to maintain
itself in chemical equilibrium at each point. We
shall ]rst turn attention to the calculation of
energ] transferred by molecular collisions. If one
invok, s Eucken's assumption (ref. 28), that the
internal energy is distributed among the gas
partic es independently of their velocity distribu-
tion, then the simple linearized expression for the
coefficient of thermal conductivity in a mixed gas
becon: es
where Ct is the specific heat per mol due to trans-
lation, d energy and C_.t the specific heat due to
the internal energy. It is noted that
C_ = (C, + C,,, ) , (74)
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and
O,---- i R (75)
whence equation (73) becomes
57r / Ct , 9 R"
k.=_ 2:;, p,u,x, _,_-_ :_Z.) (76)
It will be convenient to define a reference co-
efficient of thermal conductivity just as was (tone
for tile viscosity, that is, the value air would have
if it did not vibrate, dissociate, or ionize. This
coefficient will be




ko= 1.364 7o cm-sec OK (78)
where 70 is in gm/cm-sec. (eq. (68))
The ratio of the thermal conductivity coefficient
to the reference coefficient becomes
______]i k_ 21_ X_'L_*_)F4 -t- - (79)
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The first factors in each term are just the terms
already calculated for the viscosity. It may be
noted that the same collisions are to be neglected
in this case as for viscosity. This is because these
electron-atom and electron-ion collisions have only
a small effect on the magnitude and direction for
the energy flux vector of the heavy particles.
Actually, all of the electron collisions could have
been neglected for the purpose of computing
viscosity, for the electrons carry a negligible
fraction of the total momentum transferred, due
to their small mass. However, because of its high
velocity, an electron transports a large share of
the kinetic energy, in fact much more than a
heavier gas particle. Therefore the heat con-
duction terms for the electrons are needed in
equation (79).
The second mode of energy transfer, which
takes place whenever the gas undergoes a chemical
reaction, is due to the diffusion of the chemical
species. These particles then react with one
another, giving off or absorbing the heat of reac-
tion and causing heat transfer which may be
considerably larger than the ordinary heat transfer
due to molecular collisions. Hirschfelder (ref. 17)
has formulated this problem, but in terms of the
I
Fm_R_. 8.--Ratio of the coefficient of viscosity for air to the reference coefficient, r/0, as _ function of temperature.
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multicomponent diffusion coefficients whici_ are
difficult to esthnate. However, Butler and Brokaw
(ref. 29) haw, shown how Hirschflqder's results can
t)e modilied to make use of the binary diffusion
coetti<'ients instead, and their solutions are in
convenient form for computnlional purposes.
Moreover, Bulh, r and Brokaw show that Hirs('h-
fehler's method of pre(licting thermal conductivity
agrees well with the experimental results for a
numbt, r <)f gases which dissociate or react ('hem-
ically at ordinary temperatures. That part of the
coefficient of thermal ('onductivity which is due
to the chemical reacti(>n will be designated k_,
and according to the rest,lts of reference 29, this




> >-l;D_/. (a/s a/'+
where I) u is the t)inary ditl'usi(m coefficient for
molecules <)f type i into moh,cules of type j, and
the a_ are the stoi('hiomt,tric coefficients of com-




According to reference 1, lhe binary diffusiml
coefficients are given I)y
1 8 /2{ .II, Mj _/" N0
,jL,--_._/;\M_+M_/ (RT),/_ S;j (8:+1
same _nhtc, the dotfl)le sunmlat ions in the denom-
inator of C(luali()n (84) lake on the relalively
simple form as follows:
For the oxygen dissociation reaction
s'cx  i )f [,,(0>+ 1+
+4.r(N2)"l -- x(N2)
for the nitrogen dissociation reaction
S'(N,--N) ;[+(N)+2,r(N2)]:
72N R7-7- J X3 So
_)N'(N--N)2x(O)(86)+ -4 ,";0 +(N)
and tiredly for the ionization reactions
Iv1_ (N--N)
+ 1-'-5"(N_-e-)-] !+(N)÷x(N+)p' ,87)
230 So _] x(N)x(N +)
The total coefficient of thermal conductivity is
just+ t'tc sum, k,-_-k, The values of this sum
were cah'ulated f<)r air and the results are 1)re -
sented in table V[(b) and graphed in figure 9.
The c_,efticienl of thermal conductivity has about
the s_me fun<'tional features with respect to
tenlpe 'lltlll'O an(] l)l'(*SSllt'e tha, t w(we obs(_l'Ve([ for
the Sl):'cific heat (tig. 5). The Pr'm(ltl numbers
wm'e <'II<'ulated from tit(, relation
Now the reference coelticient of thernml conduc-
tivity (eq. (77)) can be t)ut in the form
k0=9,)-_'r 11  liT
64 _NoSo "_310 {83
Substituting equation (82) in equation (80) and
dividing by equat ion (83), one obtains
12_/,, d In K,,'_'
V M,M, ] "S++a,
ko >g '/ ...._, -, - (ajl--a_,r,)LM0(M,+: C)J ,so
(84>
In order to simplify the computations somewhat,
lhe differences in mass between oxygen an<[ nitro-
gen atorns will be neglected. Then, since some of
the collision ('ross sections may also be given the
i, ,__(Iv'__ 4 (Z(',,"171/71. (88)
and tt:cy +_rc lislcd in tabh_ Vl(c) an(l are graI)hed
as fun ,lions of temt)erature in figure 10.
As rote(t, nitroge+n an<t oxygen have approxi-
matel: equal collision cross sections, so that up
to the l)oint where ionization begins, air can I)e
trcate,[ essentially as a two-component mixture
of atoms an(l molecules. Then it is l)ossit)le to
clmra(lerize tit(, system with a single diffusion
,'ocllic enl, an(I the differential equations of thfid
th)w troy be analyzed while keeping the terms
_lescrildng heat transfer by clwmical reaction
SCl)arate from the terms describing ordinary
thermal conduction. This metho(l is followed,
for ex_ml>le , by Fay a,n(l Ri(ldell (ref. 30) in their
analysis for the heat transfer to the stagnalion
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FIGUBE 9.--llatio of the coefficient of thermal conductivity of air to the reference coefficient, k., as a function
of tcmp(,r:_ture.
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region of bhmt bodies in high-speed flight. In
using such an analysis, it must be realized lhat
the t hernmdynanfi(_ and tl'ansport coeftlcients are
defined somewhat differently than in the present
l)al)er. '['he coellh!i(,nls whi('h al)pear in referen(m
30 will be called tile "partial ('o(,tti('ients" and
they will I)e designated here with a superscript
prime. The partial specific heat, the partial
eoellMent of thermal (,onductivily, the parti.fl
Pran(ttl number, and the partial l_euis number,
respe('tiw'ly, are related to the quantities defined





Le ' -_ _ )P---_(-'_
:ilk'
The partial ]_ewis mmfl)er D', appe'_rs "is _
(.oei[icient for tile (_hcmieal resciion terms in
refer(.nce 30. The diffusion coefficient D is the
ordin:wy bina.ry dill'usion coeflici(mt Do given by
equw ion (S2), and from e(lU_ttion (88) a dimension-
less grou I) is
- p ,rs'(*%-xiZDp _ (90)




T,lble VII lists lhe ca h_ulal(,d values for the
parli_d coelticients Z('//R, k_/ko, l'r', and Le'.
The ,mmt)ers l'r' and D' are also gral)hed as
fun('tions of tempera.turc in figure 11. The I)arlial
eoeflicienls axe not given for t(,nll)eratur(,s where
ioniz::_tion occurs because the ah" is then at. h,_st
a three-component system (m,ulrM atoms, ionized
atom% and electrons) aim the pa.rtial coefficients,
as (hfined, do not apply to this case. It can be
seen tha.t ]'r' is a rdativdy eonslant (tu_mlity








FI(;UI_E 10.--Pran(ttl number for air as a function of temperature.
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Lewis mmlber, o11 the other hand, decreases as
dissociation proceeds to completion. From the
result that the partia.1 Prandtl mnnber is a.1)l)roxi-
mately constant, it follows that the fn.ctor ('_'/JJk'
decreases as n -_. The factor 1)o/3I increases at





















FIGURE ll.---Partial coefficients for air :_s a funciion of
temt)erat tire.
the product of these two faclors is rela.t.ively
constant; thus the l__)artial Lewis lmnll)er varies
approximately as _ll, that, is, it, decreases by a
factor of about 2, from al)out 1.4 to 0.6.
A list of eonversion factors is given in ta.ble
VIII for convenience in converting the tabulated
and graphed parameters into dimensioned units.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
It is convenient to summarize the physical
l)rocesses which influence the tr'msport properties
of air in 'L discussion of the variations in Prandtl
number with lempera.ture. At: low tenlt)er.d,ures
the air is like _Limre dialomie gas with n, Sl)eeillc
heat about 71:/2. From equation (SS), the
Ih'mldll mmlber for such ,r gas i._ 14,/19 or 0.74.
As t,emperatm'e inereas(,s, vit)ratiomd energy is
excited in the moh,eules so that ('p al)proa(.hes
91//2, while from equa.tion (76) tim thermal con-
ductivity apl)roaehes (2:_/4)(1&(/3I,). For lhis
limit the lh'an(ltl number 1)eeom(,s 18/23 or 0.78.
At still higher lemperatm'es the oxygen dis-
so('i_tes and both ('v and k go through the pro-







first approximation, k is about t)rot)ortion,fl to ('_,
just as for a. nonreaeting gas. lh)wever, the
lm_xintum in ]_" occurs a,t slightly lower tempera-
lures l,ha, n the maxinnmt in speeitie heat a,s indi-
cated in sketch (b). The viseosil.v coeltieient is
not, greatly influenced by the oxygen dissocialion,
so from equa, tion (8S) it is aq)pa.l'(mt tlmt lhe
Pr'mdll nmnt)er will follow an £* shtq)ed function
as shown in sket,eh (b). This shal)e for t,ho f..c-
tion can be seen in the curves of figure 10.
At the lenIl)eraiure where oxygen dissociation
is essenlially eonlplete and nitrogen dissoeiation
has not yet, begun, the Pnmdtl numl)er can be
calculq.ted for a two-component mixture fl'om the
known conditions 1,hat, lhe reel fractions are
x_=2/3 and x2 = 1/3 a.nd that tim molecular weights
are related by 31_=2_1/_ (where subserii)t 1 refers
to nitrogen molecules amd subscript 2 to oxygen
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atoms). If the collisioncrosssectionsa.rca.ll
assumede(lual, lhe mean free paths a.re related by
X,_ 4+ .: (92)
Xl '2+ _'3
Then the Prandtl mmtber becomes
\J[. \/,: _ 5 311,/I1; ('23_i_15_,:"2X,
(93)
which checks closely widl the values for Prandtl
number shown in figure 10 al. Ihe transitions from
oxygen to nitrogen dissoci_l.lion. (Z=l.2, fig. 1).
As nitrogen dissociation proceeds, the Pra.ndd
lltllll|)(q' again follows an S shal)ed functimt of
itqllI)tWll|tlt'P for lhe same reasons which were
outlim'd for oxygen dissociation (sketch (b)).
The fully dissociah,d air is like a |)lit'(, monalomic
gas with (*p about 511/2 and k equ'd (15/4) (l/n/3[),
so dmt the 1)ran(hl number .lpproaches 2/3. The
Prandll numbers of figure 10 go lhrough this value
of 2/3 at a lemperatm'e where lit(, dissociafiot_ is
essenli_dly comt)h'te but the ionization is slft]
m'gligibh' (Z-:2, fig. 1).
Up Io this I)oinl, liw l'randI1 mmd)(,rs lie widlin
the range front 0.6 to 1.0 in agn'eenwnt with 111('
conclu_ion,_ of term'row(' 31. ][owever, when
ionization begins, the lh'andtl mmd)(,v max drop
to som(,what lower vnhws. For very sma.ll de_r(,e';
of ioniznti(m it can be shown that the ralio of
eh,ctron to atom mean free path is about-_'_ and
tlmt the coe[liei(qlt of viscosity is influenced very
little by lhc presence of lhe electrons. However,
flw thernml conductivity is grea.lly increased
by the electrons tw('ause of their high th(,rm_I
velocit.y, and 1111' effect is illustrated in figure 9
by the abrupt change in sh)l)e for k where the
ionization reaction Ih-st begins. If the fraction
of ionizn(ion, e, is so small lha! chemical react.ion
terms may be negh,('tod
(94)k_
-4- \,-t
where 311 is lhe 11,10111 ]lbltSS llltd ._/r 2 the eh,ctron
mass. It can be '_ecn that k increases rapidly with
the onset of ionizalion t)ecausc lhe faclor (2_1[_/
21I:) In is large, al)out 230. Accordingly the lh'an(hl
mmtt) ,r is found 1(t vary _s




A v(,ry small vMuc of _ is sutti('ient, to reduce the
l'ran(ttl mmtber considerably b(,low 2/3, the value
for a pure menatomic gas. As lhe ienization
t)rcce(,ds, however, ihe chemical reaction terms
which wm'e omitted fit equations (94) and (95)
1)coon e 1)redomimmt such that, (_'p becomes
al)l)ro,:imat(qy proportioual to k agq, in, and the
l'rand tl number levels out at about 0.3 as shown in
figure 10. At. this point anot, hm" factor gn'adua.lly
ln'edomim_tes, namely the decrease in coeliicient
of vis,'.:osity which occurs a.s the mean free l)alhs
t)ecml,e very short as "t result, of l lw long nmge
coulm d) forc(,s acling on 111(,charged gas imrlMi,s.
Consi.h,r, fcr examph,, dw complct('ly ionized gas.
The _ ml faction of ions (subscril)t 1) equnls lhc
nu)l f'aetion of elech'ons (subscript 2) and the
collisi, m cross se(qi(ms m'e about equal. Then
lit(, ratio of mean free paths is
X_2= -V_ (90)
),i 1 "-
where as before, the electron collisi:ms do not
count towa,rd the ion mean free palhs. The ratio
/C'n is q)l)l'(txintately giveu by
k lr, /; /M; (97)
and wilh ('v/M at)oul, ,511/3[_, ihe Pra, ndtl number
1)coon es vet'y smql]
C, ,.. 4 1+_2 /3[: 0a14
lc--3- \:2 _'3I;= '"' (98)
as sh(:wn in figure 10. "Wilh the n.ssumI)timl /hat
the P: m_dl.1 number retains ils usual signitiea.nee,
b(mnda.ry-la.yer regions in highly ionized flows,
which a,r(, in oomph,to thermal equilibrium, should
|)e nt_ ch belier heat conductors lhnn in the tlow
of ntmtral gas partMes. This result is of lhee-
vetica,l interest even though fully ionized air flow
will rot be obt_dned at, tlight velo('ili,,s Iwh,w
cscap( speed (fig. 7).
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Tile Prandtlnuluberfunctionsof figure10are
similar to thosepredictedby Kaeppelerand
Krause(ref. 32). Their calculationswerebased
on thelow valuefor nitrogendissociationenergy
and so the presentestimatesexhil)it moredis-
linctly separatemaxima. This is becauseof the
separationbetween the dissociationreacihms
wi]ich occurswhenthehighervaluefor nilrogen
dissociationenergyis used. Greifinger(ref. 33)
hasalsomadesomeestimatesfor the transport
propertiesofairathightemt)eratures,l le assuInes
convtant collision cross sections ill a manner such
thal, up to the point where ionization begins, his
calculated Prandtl number is a constant lacking
the struetm'e shown in figure 10. ][owever,
reference 33 predicts an effect due to ionization
which is the same erder of magnitude as discussed
here.
The neglect of the nitric oxide fi)rmation has
only a small effect on the calculations of tile
thermodynamic l)roperties an(1 the viscosity of air.
The thermal conductivity shouhl t)e increased
where the NO reaction occurs (see eq. (80)), lint
the heat of reaction is relatively sinall so that the
correction involved is not large except at high
densities. In addition, NO is ionized rather
easily compared to X= and O2 moleeules an(1 i)rae-
tically all of the electrons which appear in air at
intermediate temperatures come from the NO
ionization reaetion. However, Gilmore finds that
the nml fraction of such electrons is small, the
order of 0.01 percent or less (ref. 9), and from
equation (94) it can be judged that this amount
is not yet, sufficient to alter greatly the thermal
conductivity. Tiffs degree of ionization is large,
of course, in terms of its inttuenee on electrical
conductivity.
The theoretical transport coefficients ean t)e
used to estimate the heat flux to the stagnation
region of a blunt body in high-energy air tlow
(see ref. 34). It is found that these I)redielions
deviate less than 10 l)ercent from t]le nlean of the
experimental results obtained by Rose and Riddell
(ref. 35). This is a favorable result insofar as it
fulfills a necessary condition for reliability of the
calculated transport coefficients. It does not pro-
vide a sufficient cheek, since stagnat, ion region
heating is quite insensitive to real gas effects (ref.
34). However, some experimental determina-
tions of the coefficient of thermal eon(luetivity
integrated over temperature have been ma(le up
to 5000 ° K, [hrough the r'mge of oxygen dissoeia-
lion. It is found (ref. 36) that the experilnent
and theory are in agreement within the accuracy
expected of the elementary theoretical approach
(the order of 30-percent uncertainty).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, the thermodynamie properties
(including eompressibility, energy, entropy, site-
eific heat, and the speed of sound) and the trans-
port properties (tim (,oeflicients of vis('osity an,1
t lwrmal conductivity and the Prandtl numl)er)
have heen estimated for air at high temperatures.
These estimates were made from apt)roximalions
in closed form, and it, is found that these approxi-
mations give fairly accurately tile thermodynamic
properties over the range of pressures and temper
atures for flight throug]_ the atmosphere. The
transport i)roperties were eah'ulated by methods
which have given reasonably good results for gases
at or<linary temperatures and for gases which
dissociate and react chemically. Moreover, the
prcdi('ted coefficient of the,'in,d conductivity inle-
grated over temt)erature agrees reasonably well
with the experimentMly determined values up
through conditions of oxygen disso('iation. It is
concluded then that the results presented in this
paper are useful engineering approximations for
the properties of ]figh-temperature air. In par-
ticular, it is an advantage lhat the solu{ ions appear
in ch)sed form because the functional rel.ltionships
can be visualized. In addition the air properties
can conveniently be computed in ve,'y small
intervals to give tables that can be used in obtain-
ing solutions to real air flow by the method of
characteristics, or for rainier|eel solutions of
boundary-layer tlow. It, is expecte(l that the cal-
culated coe[fieients of viscosity and thermal con-
ductivity will t)rove to 1)e lower 1)ounds to m,)re
preeise ealeulations or measurements. The pre-
,licli,m that the Pran(lll numl)(,r for highly
ionized llow in complete equilibrium will l)e small
compared to unity iml)lies that 1)oundary-layer
regions in such a gas will t)e very transl)arcnt to
heat flux.
AMES ]_ESEARCIt CENTER
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TABLE II.---TftERMODYNAMIC PROPEI/_TII,:S FOR TtIE MA,I()I¢ COMI'ONENTS ()F AIR
(a) Logarithm of the partilion function for a (b) I)imensionless entlmlpy, lI--l';n (c) Dimensionless specific heat, I dl I
standar4 ststc of one atIIlosphcro, ).II ()p -'J{ 'F .,_{ (_ "l'
Particle Particle l'article





























































































































































































3.7fi 3.93 2. 57
3. _. 4.05 2, 55
3. !t7 4.15 2. fi0 2.54
4.04 4.23 2. 5O 2, 54
4. (19 4.3O 2. 5I 2.54
4.14 4.36 2.52 2.54
4.17 4.42 2.53 2.54
4.20 4.4q 2.56 2,55
4.22 4.5/I 2.59 2.56
4.21 4.53 2. 62 2.57
4.26 4.56 2, 5_
2, 594, 2_ 4.58
4 29 4.150
4131) 2. 60,t. 62
4.31 4.(13 2.61
4, 7t2 4. fi4 2.62
4.33 4.65 2, (_3













2, 75 2, 6D
2. 79
2,83
2. 87 '2. _Ft
2. 91 2.65
2. 6fi
4, (i6 2.9N 2, (i5 2 6N
4. G7 3. [)2 2.65 21 69
,ft. t;7 3. O4 i 2.66 2 2.70
4. f,7 3./I7 I 2.66 2.71
4.6'_ 3.09 2.67 2.72
4.(k_ 3,11 ] 2.67 277/ i4.6,_ 3.13 2.68 2.74
4.6N 3. 14 [ 2 !_ 2,75
46_ 3.15 2'(
4.68 3. 16 i ( 2, 77
/
O IN+, O + e-
2.69 , 2. ,5_)









































































































































































































Org')O N2 +2N IN >N*+e-i
--1114, _9 --213.29
--44. 77 --99. 08
--24.57 --60. bl
--11.41 --41, 61
--b. 29 --30. _15
--4. 19 --22, 32
--1.26 --16, 79
• 95 -- 1'2. 172
2. I;7 --9. 37
4.05 --6. 7(;
5. 1_ --4.61
6. 13 --2. _l
6. 93 -- 1.2_;
7.62 . (15
,% 23 1 211
_.75 2.23
9, 22 3.14
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1. 296 1. 286
1. 240 I. 202
1. 195 1.17s
1. 202 1. 212
1. 230 1.26(I
1. 251 1. 204




1. 246 1. 216
1.24 t I. 237
I. 235 I. 252
1. 243 I. 235
I, 252 I. 213
1.24Y, 1.21/L
1. 236 1. 201
1. 221; 1. 213
1. 222 1. 233
I. 226 I. 258
1.2 ',¢,_ 4.2_3
1. 251 1. 301
1. 271 ]. 3O7



































].0 0.[ 0.01 O.(POI




1. 161 1. 152
1. lSl 1. 239
I. 270 1. 252
4. 211t 1. 150
1, IM 1. 155




1. 258 1. 210
1. 237 l. 173
L 21)1 I. 168
I. lg3 I. 1_
1.1_5 1 224


























































100 10 i 1.0
.3_7 l, 387 1. 387
. ;¢37 L 337 1. 337
.312 1.312 1.312
.300 1.2(`t9 1. 296
• 2_8 1. 276 1. 247
.265 1.2L_3 1. ]}4L
.234 1.11.12 1. lli6
.212 l. I"17 1.2(14
• 208 1. 2111 l. 241
• 217 1. 233 1. 202
1.217229 1. 161
• 230 1,18(; 1. 141
.2 4 1. 165 1. 137
.11,15 1. 155 1. 142
. 182 i I. 154 I. 15fi
.175 I. 159 1.1_,1
. 174 1. 169 1. 214
• 1711 l 1. 18,5 1. 237
. 1_1 i 1. 206 1.2;t7
. I!X) 1,228 1. 225
)
.20 1. 242 1. 212
.216 I l. 246 1.2(12
i
• 232 ] 1. 212 1. 198
• 247 I I. 21q6 4. 197
• 257 I. 231 1. 198
.2(;3 1.2'27 1. 202
.2f15 1. 226 1. 2118
. 2 5 1. 226 1. 214
1.211t ', 1 "o8 1,2'21
1.263 I I:212 1.228
0.1 0.01 O.OOt
1. 387 1.3_47 1.3"i7
1. 337 1. 337 1. 337
1.312 1.:t"12 1.310
1. 285 1.259 1. 206
1.1911 1. 144 1,119
1.147 1.150 1. '23'2
1.187 1. 2115 1. 2511
1. 254 1. 208 1. 137
1. 1911 1. 133 1.101
1. 143 1. 111 1. 1113
1.124 1.113 4.133
1. 124 1. 435 1. 225
1.1;¢(_ 1,103 1. 2611
1.167 1.24!1 1. 205
1. 2111 1. 231 1. 162
1. 242 1.1 _,)3 1.143
4. 228 1. 1*N 1.1411
1. 203 1. 157 I. 144
1. 1Y,5 1. 155 I. 151
1. 1711 1. 159 1. 151`)
1,173 _ 1. t(15 1, 169
I. 175 1,173 1.1,_7
1.1_) 1.1_1 1.221
1. 187 1.1!12 1. 271;
1. 194 1.2(/7 1.3t(;
1. 202 1. 232 1.415
1. 210 1.2t;9 1. 4711
1. 221 1. 317 1.50s
1. 235 1. 370 4. 532
































































































































































S(N_--N) = S(O_-O)= S(Nz--O)
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100 10 1, 0 0. 1 0. 01
I. iX)0 I. 00,0 1. 000
1, ()IX) I. IXX) I. 00(1
1.000 I.(XX) I. 0(X)
1. 0041 1. 004) 1. (XX)
1. (XRI 1, (10l 1. (:4tt
l. 110"1 1.04X) 1,020
I. 1112 I. 935 I. I)!12 I
1. 033 1. (181.) 1. 165
1.07l 1. 149 1, 1!_i
1, 11R 1. 186 1.211
1,159 1. 208 1. 248
1. 18(.i ] 1.235 1. 316
1.214 1. 270 1,437
1. 243 1. 351 1, (ill7
I. 28 t 1. -t57 1. 778
1.1141 ' 1,5!1tl 1. :496
1.41:4 1. 727 1,959
1,512 1. 838 1. (313
1. I 16 1. 914 2, (1t:4
1.71:4 1.04;2 2. (142
1. ,_07 1.993 2.071
1, ,_76 2. t11:4 2.11l
1,927 2. t11:] 2. II13
I. !uk5 2. Ot_7 2. 23.'2
1. 9113 2.09_, 2. 318
2. 017 2. 135 2. 42_i
2.03!1 2. 1:40 2. 553
2. 062 ! 2. 233 2. 7041
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33, 4 ;`ill N
34. 2 37. 7
3 I. 0 3_,. 11
35. :4 40, 5
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3 _,, 11 ,15.1
39. t .17. Ii
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,1!L 4 55. G
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1. 904 1. 097
I. !171 2, I117
2. IX)I 2. 044
2, 023 2. 01,111
2.050 2. 161i
2. (190 2. 280
2.149 2. 432
2. 234 2. 700
2,351 2.9u,3
2. 505 3. 272
2. 094 3, 520
2. 910 3. 700
3.135 3.81:4
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Ih) T)imcnsionless enthall)y, _v
l)ressllrc, (it inosl)h(_rps
Jt 0, O1 0. 001
I(X) i I0 1.0 0.1
..... ] ........
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TABLE VI.--TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF AIR
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PFeSsilro_ atnmsphcrcs 17c, ill 1{) -_
10 1 .{}
1• (_){I 1. (_)ii
1. 01111 1. ODD
1. {){){I 1. tHX}
1. 1100 1. II(X)
], i)lX) 1. O{lli
1. (I{Hi 1. (){){i
1. {R}I 1. 003
1. (X)_, 1. I)11;
1. 922 1. (}29
1. 036 1. (ti;1
1. 952 1. {_1
1. I){17 1.1190
l. (fiX} 1. I39
1.12,i L, 21_
1,175 1.2_1
1, 238 1. 312
1, 3117 1, ;]81;
1.3&'¢ 1,425
1.4D; 1. 13_
1, 4{i_, I. 445
1. 496 1. 448
1. 5111 1. 442
1.511 1.42-t
1. 520 1• 3Y4
1.51ti 1• 312
l. 5{)_ 1. 271
1.4!t2 1. 1_7
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1. I)f_) 1, 0/}(}
]. (X){) L IlRI
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1. I)55 1, O96
1.12_ 1.1_1
I, 2_,t 1. _27
1. 257 1. 256
1. 286 1. 271
1. 3113 1. 264
1. 3117 1,210
1.2_0 I. O72







• 1168 , I}12
• 1131; ,11011
• tl24 . I )112_
• 1118 . (HIT
• 1}15 .1H)7
• 01',/ , (X)_
• 1112 . OqlS
]
lb see [ grl_
ft z ('l/l S(*C
- o.55s - 2,;7--























3, al 1 ._._(i






























1 I(H)O 6. 84
1151X) 5. ,51,1









































I. fl21 1. 021
1. 1111) 1. 190
1. 1511 L 1_1
I. 177 ] 1. 251
1.6(,9 } 2, 5{)
3.2{} [ 5, 48
4, 72 [ 3.9(;
2 (`t(,t / 1. tH)O
1. 714 3.32
3. L_,1 7. 18
5.9!I 13. 71
lO. 1!1 18. 74
14. ,54) 15.39
iS. 6(,I ,R. 32
12, 24 5, 92
7. _(I 3.42
5. 10 9. 72
3.26 14.03
ti. 1_6 21)• 3
10, 95 28. 2
14, 6(} :]7• 6
19. 17 48. 3
34.5 58, 2




52. 3 4B. 5
54.2 30, 4






























































































































































34 TECHNICAL REPOItT R-50--NATIONAL AERONAU'I ICS AND SPACE A1)MINISTRATION































































































































































































2[)1 W) 4 ;$3






















135111 ) 6, 91
14(XX) 6, %)1)






:1• 5(=, 3. 59
3.96 I 3 (.,6
4.20 ] .1 20
4.33 : 4 3
4.4l I 4.41
4.47 [ 4.47
4 V_ ! 4 5 °
.55 1.5759 4. (_)




5. 06 5 53
5.28 6, O2
5. {iS 6.42
ft. 06 0. 66
6, 42 IL _7
6. 0ti Ik _+N
6. M9 7.,;77. 02 - '7•05 ";_
7.06 7.33
7.07 7.39
_.111 _ 7.5-I", 7.71
7. 17 7. 95
7. 2'3 _, 24




44.33 4 33 4.3341 4, 42 4. ,15
44[48 4.5l 452
.54 4.56 4.55
. 58 4.58 4.6{I61 4.64 4.74
4:68 4.81 5.
4 .85 5.2(1 5.
211 5. 73 5. 94
71 6. 1 l 6. 21
1[; 6. 35 6. 44
40 6.58 ti, (iS




6. 97 7. 34
7, 40
45 8. 34 9. 95
67 8. II1 10. 41
!t7 9 49 10• 07
113 9, _ 10 82
8.75 10.37 IlL !81
9. "_1 10.112 l(k 90
9. 63 10. 77 10. 99
ll), 01 10. 87 ll. I)0
IlL 37 10. 94 1 I. Ol
































(b) Thtwmal condu,.:tixily rMio, k.
go

































1, 1)21 , 1. 021
1. 106 1. 100
1. 150 1. 150
]. 177 1. 177
I. 195 1. 196
1. 2118 1. 215
1, ')31) 1,259
1. 2711 1. 312
1.3 19 I.346




I. 685 2. O5
1.8_9 2.33
2, 14 2.55
2 40 2. 7(;
2.6l 2. 8;t
2.78 2. 96
2. !13 3• 113
3. 15 3.04
3, t8 3, 06
3.24 3.02
3, _ 2. 99
3 26 2. 88




































(L01 , 0.001 O.(K_II
--1. 021 1. '1121 1. 021
I. 11111 I. 106 I. I0O
1. 150 1.1,_) ] 1.15o
1. 177 _ 1. 178 / l, IM
1.2_)q; 1,225 / 1,252
I. 2fi_, 1, 2_5 1. 289
1.310 ; 1.314 I.'3211
1. 340 1.35_; 1. 4061. 396 1. 482 1. 674
1. 541 1. 777 1, !)'<l
1. 820 2. ()8 I 2.14
2.14 2 25 / 2. 5o
2.33 2. 69 2, 67
2. 47 2. _i / 2, 7!,
'& 14 3. (14 [ 2. 06
3.33 3. 1 l 2. 75
:1.47 ' 3. 29 _ 2, 29
3. 56 2. 95 1,771
3 (;2 2. 60 1, 3117
3 54 2. 23 1, 1115
3, '38 1. _'_3 1,061
3.1o 1. 043 1. (}92
2.84 1.5_2 1. 152
2 5q 1. 573 1. 223
2:44 1. 643 1,301
2 42 I. 7(12 1,381
2.43 1.814 1.4ill
2.49 1. 892 1. 581;
2.5(; 2.01 1.67D




I td) Lt, wis mm_her, Le'(e) Pr:mdt| number, Jq'
I_rosstlrt!, t_,t IlIOSp|ltT0S ]_rl_ssllre, atlzlC, sphor,.!s
17,:...... ;/ -;,7- ;;:,---1,;: ...........,° I..,'-f,.| 1,, ,,. .1, 1,, oI,
0. 773 0. 772 ' 772 0. 772 I. 355 1. 355 1. 346
0 775 .773 .770 .763 .751) 1,41_8 1. 407 1.41H 1. 391 1. 355 1. 233
777 .762 .747 .739 .738 1. 445 1.4:17 I. 4O5 1. 327 1. 213 l. 1.57
772 .71,1 .738 .734 .734 1. 464 1.4=4"/ 1. 320 l. 227 1. 167 1. 154
7514 .73_, .726 .7_) .717 I. 44_.I 1. 347 1. 225 1. ISI) 1. 144 1.1;111
747 .732 .725 .708 . f183 1. 404 1. 265 1. 196 1. 160 1. 114 .998
739 .723 .704 .682 .633 1, ;t27 1. 215 I. 158 1.1(15 .97(1 .75()
732 .705 . qi_44 .6_',6 .694 L 268 1. 167 1. 115 . (9_2 .762 . fill)
72i .1187 . li91 .697 1. 235 1. 131 1. I119 . _()_ . ti2_ .578
715 .6_ .703 1. 15_, 1. llTl . _5 . _'¢J .5_,_;
7(10 .703 .711 1. 11_, .975 .746 . f_05 .574
590 .7111 1. 059 .860 .652 . ,q_7
690 .721 .979 .7511 .61ll .570
1;93 . _,!13 .669 570
71(7 . )',US .618 .567
714 ,726 ,584

































































0.0_6 T (°K) (!:d;;gm
0.2s7 T I°K) Erlergy or enthalpy jouh,/gm
IL(1t;86 T (°1{) lllu/lb in:_ss
1716 T (° 1() f[-lb,(%_Ig
0.(1t1811 : (,tll,/glll c 1(
0.287 I ) ) •fi jl)tlle g/I1 _ 1(
EntroI y or sI eel c ne;_t l/}ll/Ih'illaSS 'q{[).l)6_ll
1716 It-ill/slug o |l







Coefficient of thermal conductivity
4.76X10-_ Tl:Z (1+_) -I
(7' in ° K)






1,SS(;X 10-_ T_ '-' ( --_72 ) -i
(Tin °It)
111 soo/l't 2
c,al
cm o K-
lift1
ft-scC °R
fl-Ih
ft-svc oR



